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ElizabEth harE
The Yoke

Darkness may have first crashed the omnivoid with birdsong, and 
from it created a starter kit of unlikely system components for the 
universe—ideas, decision-making, birds, sound, darkness itself, 
complexity, creativity, starter kits and relationships. And from these 
snap-together parts, in our hereafter, there’s always something, com-
ing from nothing, creating more.

I need more coffee. The birds won’t make it. The kettle whistles 
and the birds answer, but it is a Portuguese nothing to their Urdu 
somethings.

From nothing we made Time, the mind’s hypnotic pushpin. It 
pokes the ass of the woman making coffee, while sneering that birds 
and darkness are nothings. It sticks the heel of a bird-boy tempera-
mentally unsuited to its panic. He dances a semi-yoked jig of his 
own invention in defiance of Time’s unblinking stare, projected in 
caffeinated bursts from the eyes of the woman. 

With eyes closed, I will sit on a rock with a tree growing under-
neath it and try to think of nothing. I will be somebody doing 
nobody’s easy business of attending the darkness and its temporal 
gizmos, its crickets and decisions and whistles, daring to siphon 
from its river-pulse of unfolding potential.

Somebody’s coat is on the floor. Somebody’s coat is not on his body. 
A yoke colludes with the pin and the mind, and their expanding 
judgment triples the density of a panicked hallway that any bird 
from the starter kit would fail to perceive.
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Later, my dog and I might be perceived as two black figures mov-
ing across the grass, past the pond, capitulating to a darkness that 
bathes me in Urdu when we crash it.

fallen trees        beside tree shadows        made of leaves
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JanE lEwty
Slight Internal Memex #2

sieve keenly the unfade phase the all sort of fine-grained

heartening a scarce hint of what cannot be put back

Phatic inner score quavers codas loosely thought out mute

O lonelyform what is your aggregate size what is your

ID Your age Where is your screen That moveable type

square of eight billion wordings shaken Shaken

and wryed perfect print flicked viewpoint calder

or even colder Veridical We are a mesh

A little drift in low relief A truth figure staring

ahead to the suck bang bleed and release sculling

coulds clouds about the time about what what when O

how it is hitting the depth the effect Flatland dot-view

non view ready wet carpentered ambit body-wide

[made- by being- dispersed] site really really really unresolved
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williE lin
Karaoke in Mike Talayna’s #1 Most 
Beautiful Room

The vast depersonalization of women is a conspiracy, 
and Mike Talayna is here to help. 

His room is walled with mirrors, because the vast unbeautiful 
is a conspiracy and your image, repeated, helps. 

Do you, too, find it 
hard not to despair. 

Do you want to broadcast somewhere 
the contradictory ways you feel. 

What is here? The absence of night.
What is there to be said of the democracy

of buoyant lights, sweat, and trying
to say nothing in particular 

except you never have enough time. 
Here’s the last story.

Rarely is anyone trying to hurt your feelings 
but that does not stop them. 

A mirror is a mirage 
so you may later say I was taking a vacation 
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from my mind. With a voice 
as clean as the oil they used to wash your hair in the old country,

you want to sing. 
So sing. 
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We have put on our flannel. Goodbye 
for today.

We are ever closer to the seaside storefront that sells only secrets.
Goodbye for today. We have not seen a ship since we left. 
The deck is familiar and white as I commence my geography: 
Prescott cut his foot; it bleeds still. The men boil out the blubber, 
the men have taken forty teeth clean as Prescott’s throat from 
the largest sperm whale, our five hens have laid 37 eggs. I fold 
my hands. Goodbye for today. Prescott loves to do as I do. Prescott 
wants Beauty and Beast. I went to bed last night and got up 
this morning. And isn’t dusk a lot like dawn? And don’t we arrive 
with a shipful of midnight? I am going to goodbye for today. 
Our hens have laid 44 eggs. The men have finished boiling the oil. 
It is a pleasant day, it is quite smooth today—like a good pilgrim, 
I let the cold light fill my lap. I speak with my special mouth. 
Prescott leans soft and close—his tender foot, his threadbare voice. 
We are the exact and vengeful children of God, Mama tells us. 
Angelic, the men say. Would you like to hear some news? 
I don’t know of any. Goodbye for today. The full moon is like an eye
in the sky. Fear of the dark means being captive to this world. Almost 
I am ashamed of it. I can’t explain the way my illness makes me 
glow, fills my mind with animal memories. Prescott’s hand is 
cold, I lift my own to touch my forehead like a Saint. Mama holds 
my spoon, silvering in the moonlight. Prescott eats his eggs. He 
loves them, and then so do I. Goodbye for today. 62 eggs today—
the yolks twitch, yellow is a color sensitive like the inner ear. 
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Mama traces on my palm, latitude, so I write it is a fair wind though 
it is rough. Nightly, mice chirr in the men’s traps, nesting 
in our nests of sleep. Our hens have laid 89 eggs. Goodbye. 
I shiver in my best dress. A gale slips in again and again. 
Certain scents rhyme: gale and ocean, larkspur and lavender. I have 
a green pencil, some paper, and a little knife. Hurry, hurry, Prescott 
shakes me loose from my dream in which the men wore their grins 
like pelts. They wanted to pet us, who have never been moth 
and lamp-to-lamp. They whispered, broken arms and broken hulls. 
I am a wayward tide. I am a fire, with ice pressed on my tongue 
and thinning. 
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liz PagE robErts
equinox

it’s trickery the egg may stand 
balanced but we careen and 
swerve tip and topple every 
day even today in trance 
small things obstruct the sun 
over Flatbush a red jet streams 
like a toy through empty oak
branches I can elide the drones 
but what cost selfishness
betrayal entrance get there get 
there where the good comes 
and the broken comes the picture 
then appears correct the form 
of spring season symbol the 
(are you ready)  coil so tight  
it’s a fact of empire not life 
seamless the illusion right now 
that cloud seems bigger than 
death bigger then gone at the 
transom the barometric silence 
takes up space where the news 
was all mornings in debate I 
can argue the worth of each but 
can’t convince you to be there 
though that’s where I want you I 
can’t convince you to be there in 
upheaval where I am a fusion  
a binary of the poem and the war 
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Julia wiEting
Fireside Chat

I shot the bear his name was privilege
 no his name was Teddy no his name was Berenstein 
he’d killed many a doe in these parts
each so sweet and meant to live

I wore my flannel jacket the warm one 
 hand warmer pockets hot pockets pick pockets deep pockets
that morning

I caught him catching salmon
 unawares
I caught him with his pants down
 so-to-speak
 calling in the midst of dinner

startling at the hint of green whisper and stick crack 
turning, a long stare 
scale ripping claws still, mouth
fish-clenched

and

He was running I was running 
 around around 

 there’s a science to this scene
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he was not a wolf 
he was not a lion-and-tiger oh my
he was not abstract he was there and nowhere else

both fists gun-gripped in loping counterpoint
I wore waffle tracks my rubber boots 
around around

I was running he was running 
 he got to the tree first of course
that lumberer 
he climbed the trunk high enough
 for no going back
 branch over branch over branch
 hand to mouth over foot over claw
I wasn’t ever going to reach him
 nor did I want to
This was his tree the chase ended there 
boot-stomping leaf-crackling log-straddling dust-moting

He could smell the muzzle of my gun I could smell 
 the muzzle of his  face heaving
and then 
 then 
thud and thud
break-branch gun-smoke thud-break branch-thud bone-break
he was dead
there, piled onto himself 

I was dead tired

the trees, too:
of the race and the chase and the search and the necessary end until 
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tomorrow’s 
 dawn

another race, chase, search, end, dawning.

‘We’ 
‘are over’
‘presiding’
‘at your funerals’
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MEtta sáMa
What the soothsayers would have told us

Argus will have eyes to die for some will fly at you like grackles
plunging at the sky some limpidly staring aimlessly 
at the languid green grasses soft & prickly as his green globes
some will be inky black suction-cup pupils some taut flexes
underbelly brown of horses before taming others under
world misty and will sit in the back of his head others gray lace gliding
across women’s bustlines still others the impenetrable fat
pink of goats’ muscles others variscite beryl carnelian
& torumaline others less precious human moissanite & zirconium
Argus’ eyes will die will poison & plunder & pilgrimage &
warship bard & epic & history declared in Argus’ eyes a hundred
swollen stars plummeting into the ocean a hundred fragments
of a prophesy on papyrus Argus’ eyes all the visitations
all the spirits & sirens circling the sea Argus’ eyes serpent
& fruit flesh right before rot sweet & saturated with sadness &
time Argus’ eyes will blink darkness & light in his fingernails Argus’
eyes cupped in his palms Argus’ eyes hidden moles in his forearm
raised slopes on his tongue Argus’ eyes are to die for to die
for his eyes Argus will die for will die for will die first
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the birthing of Argus

Argus only had eyes for Hermes the sure-footed left-brained genius 
of problem-solving the great negotiator the silent thief the crowned 
rooster strutting flash in the pan chested son of a shape shifter one 
eye on living the other on dying Hermes the golden cocked silver 
eared owl tongued ladies’ man Argus’ one hundred yeses had seen 
all of Hermes the surface & beyond the rabbit blood & turtle heart 
the brain half sloth half rodent the prison-shaped steel-forged rib-
cage Argus wanted inside those bones Hermes who seemed to fall 
into a seated position every time Argus Panoptes set an eye to him 
Argus’s cowlick a curved tongue spelling Hermes whose shoulders 
would pray towards each other whose left leg would fold and crush 
his cock and Argus’ eyes would rest there & outline the testicles 
could sense them growing redhot could see the liquids merge then 
rush and stain & Argus could smell it could see it every flitting 
flushed filthy moment of it Argus could see
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KiMbErly ann southwicK
In 24 hours exactly you will be getting 
your hair done

And the speakers could be playing Patsy Cline and the shower
could be off and the bathroom door could stay open 
so that you could listen to the water    like rain.

The television, analog, faces the wall as though being punished—
he says   when you come back, it will be in the basement.
The radio’s got it right  except it’s not the radio but your iPod,

organized alphabetically by  “song title” starting with
“Good Vibrations.” You want, projected on the otherwise
white wall, the moon cycle new through full. You want

to trace the stains of constellations unmoving by the light of the waxing
gibbous moon, this first night with cicadas on loud. It’s the difference
between vitamins and seaweed, it’s a beached whale that rolls himself

to sea. You’re wondering  first to second person  about weekends
about fucking up, about carnival music, trombones, cicadas. 
You’re back and forth about the budget, the electric noise

coming from the top of the stairs. Both of the glasses he brought you
are on the table, almost empty and your parched throat wants to—
no, just keep singing along.  You like the back door open, the AC

set to 82, but still pushing air   through dusty vents.
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KatiE hibnEr
Princess Peach

My hypochondria dangled me on zip ties,

but with my moniker I could swing

beneath the porcelain-dipped microchip,

run my salt implant operation—

a black market beneath the programmers’ very table.

 

I wanted to turtle-roll through their meat thighs,

but the PR-sponsored candle wax kept flaking on my bad side.

 

So I rubber-blushed and was trapped with the carcasses of chalk mice,

found Girl Scout cookies in my lunchbox.
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Peg Leg

You barrel prickly pears

in my phantom limb

the sweatshop nannies aren’t bunkered

to knit them into legwarmers

they knead dough to rain down, pull

a Pompeii on your wedding party.

 

Your sparklers dispersed

the indigenous turtle population

the diaspora

muscled my knee joint together

old but unafraid

to scoop up the sugar-free gum

thrown into my penthouse’s

cherry moat.

 

Nights I bottle a sample

and dip the leg in, a skinny dip

to stir up a cyclone like we did
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as little kids, a little kid’s

first swallow of hurricane.
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cynthia ManicK
On Becoming Light

Lately I’ve tried to learn
what makes the blood run,
churn the molecules 
until a hurricane stirs my name.
Why I often want to rage––
leap atop windowsills
with the stride
of an Amazonian princess
or feel the energy
pounding in my hands.
My sisters’ most terrifying 
memory is of granddaddy–
her in a daisy spring dress
flying high on the swings,
pink jellie sandals in the sky.
Him and the gasp
of a long-ass rifle, the black
rat snake  in its last rattle.
She remembers my grandma’s
smile on her forehead,
mopped tears, butter  cookies
and fresh almond milk.
People say she has my grandmas 
smile; and I granddaddy’s
trigger finger. 
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No Graveside Flowers
I want to dress you solely in memories-
wrap your body in movie lines
pull out those sounds of Leroy and the Last Dragon
  “when I say who’s the master?! 
 You say Sho’nuff”
or your guilty pleasure of watching 
Bewitched or Charmed cause 
who wouldn’t want 
to be a witch or warlock if asked. 

I’m no witch but the child in me
wants to wash your skin
with Dove soap and keep you covered
in my pocket. 

I know Mom wants you in a suit, 
pressed and ready for God-
knows-what 
but I brought your favorites— 
a buckle with the silver dragon 
and your Tootsie Pop shirt that asks 
 “how many licks does it take…”

Respectful people would lay
roses or some other white carnation 
over your heart
like a false blessing
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pulling you pure and clean
but I promise to bring you a sparkly Michael 
Jackson glove, rolls of Charleston Chews, 
and chic-o-sticks.

Instead of the Baptist lament “eye on the sparrow” 
with arms falling out, splayed mouths 
of loved ones, I’ll make it a party 
and have a DJ spin all your classic hits. 

I know I haven’t dressed your feet yet,
boots, dress shoes, sneakers – I still can’t 
decide brother. Can we just sit here awhile? 
Sit here until I figure it out?
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susan griMM
O Mary! We Crown Thee with Blossoms 
Today

You can bet your boots or bootie the nuns picked me because I was 
afraid. Higgledy. Piggledy. My red hen. Of what no one knew.

I carried a handkerchief and doesn’t that get you into trouble.

Little bird of the neighborhood blowing like chaff along the lines to 
school. Puzzling at pages and then falling in.

Clever and a strong bite with my sacrificed (accidental) teeth.

Oh, to be that good and pure again. She lays eggs for gentlemen. I 
almost need a line break to bring in the never and the no.
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nataliE EilbErt
Deity Landscape

A woman throws a rock inside a box
inside a state like Wisconsin inside
a skirt hoop. How many wives must he
claim for us to recognize his homelessness. 
I’m tired of his shit country, the dung truck
of ego stinking up the poetry landfill.
Of course I am tonguing the lord’s tongue
and of course a woman’s rock lands
at my clenched feet like a leather book
like a beautiful plague like a, like a rock.
I want to alarm the poets of America
by stating frankly your mentions of god
are not shocking or inventive and when
you live in a city don’t speak of the minefields
you’ve never been to. Hello, deity landscape,
meet the poets who’ve invoked you.
Have you ever watched a man weep
at the notion his art won’t be remembered.
Aw. I have—it’s wonderful. Like
the body of an albatross dissolved 
to its ingested history of plastic, such is
the wonder of man and his cute immortality.
A woman cooked the internet in her kitchen
just so I would hate the man who just emailed me.
Suddenly I’m in a world of horses and red again,
and we write against the materials we love
to consume. I have a job, it’s to sit in this chair
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and dissolve my flesh into mangy feathers,
it’s to sit in the landfill, leaf through banana peels
and windshield glass and crushed codeine,
the adolescent boss of godless death. 
Throw a rock and a rock inside a box.
What I want is the bloom of my guts
to stomp out my art, my art to smear
on the fake hills of this life like a coked-out
teenager who sits in her menses throne to dissolve her throne.
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Mia brunEr
Don’t Shut Up

Of all the ways of going
Not having anything to say is absolutely the worst

The screen is intact
You are floating
In likes
Buckets of them 

My eyes went out of focus I think
Or fuzzy and I’m broke

Remembering to write
You are also intact
Who gives a fuck about the sunlight
Or pots of darkness
Or some objects in some particular space

Still once I turned around
Objects commenced
Like likes for the present
Tense —arriving quietly

No one I’m friends with can afford a car
I explained to my ride how some holidays
Are for rich people and when
I spoke I began to get tired 
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(Hypothetically I can be tired in a poem from the future
I wish you would talk back to me)

I suppose I felt homesick
Violence and held in and dated
And quietly will want more sometimes
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Mia ayuMi Malhotra
A History of Isako

I wears a kimono only once in her life. The garment once belonged 
to Isako although it has been hemmed twice and bears several 
discolorations. I has no idea how to reassemble the garment and 
leaves it unfolded in its paper sleeve. Traditionally this knowledge 
is passed from mother to daughter. Isako scolds her for rumpling 
the collar and smoothes it along the traditional folds. A kimono tied 
right over left is a sign that the wearer is deceased. In English all 
words begin on the left side of the page and disappear into the right. 
I rewraps the garment believing a new grammar may be necessary. 
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The lungs at birth are pinkish-white but in time become mottled 
with black. Take some apricots Isako says. Take more. Tiny pitted fruit 
fall from her hands. Clumps of rosy flesh. The rush of juice as it meets 
the tongue. Between the mismatched lobes beat the heart’s elegant 
arches. A solid body dropped into the trachea is directed toward the 
right explaining the occurrence of foreign bodies. Right here Isako 
says. I watches as Isako reaches out and presses her shoulder. Tucked 
behind the vena cava lies the tumor’s distressed surface. Shocking 
against the smooth interior of the lung. Did you know that as a 
person ages the lungs grow brittle. That as a child I ate so many 
apricots I was sick. The body mistakenly lodged in the windpipe. 
What I remembers. The coughing the retching each cartilaginous 
ring contracting violently. Recanting each bite of fruit. 
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MElissa ElEfthErion
clasp

Working girls get the butter
An inedible sea wall
Echolocates the rasp
Of insect ecology
A clasp of the spiny-legged
Mouths multitask
The ultrasound
A beam of genital strategies
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lara candland 

A*mbuscade of (((cl(o)ver)))

 D(ew)s’ viands

   (((giddy bees)))  consecrate

 the droplets’ caplets

breadths of ((pl(u)med)) meadows (((pasque flowers)))

rear thirsty ((butterflies))   in keen bonnets—

mesmeric enfranchised  ((belles)) 

 twine 

(((supple coteries of ))) ((umber & gamboge1 lepidoptera)) 

(((Poet’s))) couriers
 
   (((all ambery shine)))

peep up beside the trudger’s way—

1 “Though she admired Thoreau and doubtless read his ‘Autumnal Tints,’ she would 
not necessarily adopt his opinions and may even have picked up her new color words 
umber and gamboge a few lines earlier from the very list which Thoreau dismissed 
with contempt as derived from ‘obscure foreign localities.’ The sharp decline in her 
foundation jewels after 1862, with their virtual disappearance after 1865, simply 
follows the curve of other image clusters.” (Patterson, 502)
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meek  (((bartsia)))—  plush (((silvery))) lamb’s ear

the bashful pilgrim

that builded   a (((stalactite))) chanticleer

 & sleeps

under  (((heaven’s)))  cold shroud :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

among sheaves  &  under the (((((multiplication of celestial 

j(ew)els)))))

*dear abiah:  have you made an herbarium yet? I hope you will if 
you have not. it would be such a treasure to you. most all the girls 
are making one. ***1845***
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  (((Angels))) babble—

  (((( :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ))))

a ((chorus of ruffled axioms—dandelion* baffle))

(&)  their murmurs (((firmaments))) & clean (((glass)))

(&)  angels tossing puzzles 

&  st(o)ne showers & (((pearls)))

&  (((sapphires)))

thumping down   &  beside our beds

*

in late summer

the fainting ((bee’s)) dull (((stab)))

 the scarlet ((bird’s))  (((((ruby-thr(oa)ted)))))  slash

the raffle of last   (((blossoms)))

bl(ow)n against the fence 
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      &

((my happy tambourine))—

((scalds)) that summer’s (((cincture)))—

int(o) evening’s ((((o)pal diadem)))   (((())))

*

my tongue

 dumb murmurs

with thirst

the  (((scarlet bird’s)))

  embroidered
 nest

 *dandelion (taraxacum): smiling on all; coquetry2

 vida:  mrs. almira h. lincoln phelps = daisy’s teacher

2 from The Meanings of Flowers: Explaining the Structure, Classification, and uses of 
Plants, with a Flora for Practical Botanists by Mrs. Almira H. Lincoln Phelps (New 
York, 1852)
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Br(o)ken spectacles crushed  (((hyacinth))* lenses

 branches barred against the (((sky)))

rock—

 (((sky)))—

 branch—

    slumber (eth)
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Dim  unsuspected tenderness

 hands us a (((n(o)segay)))*

(((((whispers)) gentians)))   bl(ow)n in  ((ears))

 plucks (((petals)))   warm wraps  &

  stitcheried (((r(o)settes)))—

& azure—

   falling—

& —

((((    ))))

***

&  on an errand of conjecture th(o)se (((p(o)sies))) have 

followed us here

  t(o) the mead(ow)—
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((((       ))))

 (((where our violets quaked in long   

(((chrysolite)))  grasses)))3

we drear  & sessile   creatures

(((suff(u)sed with nectar & d(ew))))

 taken by (((bl(oo)m)))

trampled by (((smile))) & (((perf(u)me))) ((((  ))))

*mrs. almira h. lincoln phelps recommends that you compile your own 

floral dictionary following your own heart and sentiments 

***

(((((o!))) letter  S!!!!!))

wheref(o)remarauderartthouhere? becausesirloveissweet.

      ((((((()))))))
a (((sun)))*

3 And over Mabel’s own protest, he himself demanded that the last line of “The Grass 
so little has to do” be changed from “I wish I were a Hay—” to “I wish I were the hay.” 
“It cannot go in so,” he presumably said, “everybody would say that hay is a collective 
noun requiring the defi nite article. Nobody can call it a hay!” As a result, the last lines 
were printed “And then to dwell in sovereign barns / And dream the days away,—/ The 
grass so little has to do, / I wish I were the hay!” (Wineapple 79) Strict grammar here 
makes no sense. (Wineapple, Brenda. “Emily Dickinson’s First Book.” New England 
Review: Middlebury Series. (NERMS) 2008; 29 (3): 72-84.
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sliding strains of s(o)lstice—

 stalls & bends  mouthing  the vowels of  

lamb flowers

the scent of  **lilly’s milky garments**

(&)  then  t(o) l(ow)er its head

 (&) int(o) the coming  (((Belle’s)))  good  

(((day)))

*sunflower (hellanthus) you are too ambitious
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(((((Fairy Poet)))))

 (((she chalked ont(o) the sky)))— ((((  ))))
  
  —

cochineal—

   marjoram—

(&)  (((god’s))) (((gem-tactics)))—

 colors t(o) tease & slake ((flit))

 &  ((flit))   unanointed

until  we put a  ((word)) t(o) every insect—

*

espy the (((clouds)))

  tatter & stitch & knit  ragged fabric
  
  int(o) kirtle, apron & ((god’s))) garment & raiment

until   (& they are gone)—

(((god)) shrives & shrives them
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*

the creek recedes

 (in almost (((july))))

& each bare foot 

(& each wilting)  (& each)

on its (ow)n pebble

   desert in parch—

 its creatures—

& happy grackling  not beguiled!   (((o!)))   

(dessicated) little desert 

    (((Daisy!)))

 crouch behind me (&) (&) next march 

(((rain)))will wade your creek &

  dimple int(o)  (((yell(ow)lets)))

     or  

(((god)))  
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Mia you
3 MINUTES IN SEOUL

Within three minutes almost anything can 
become food, such as when you bring 200ml 
of water to boil in a pot and add a series of 
compartmentalized entities of unknown 
origin and material. Simmer for three 
minutes. You will enjoy this. 

Remember the rule of threes the next time 
you find yourself in the rubble of collapsed 
department store, or when your neighborhood 
has been swept apart by a flood, or when you 
protest the demolition of your home for the 
construction of an Olympic arena. Remember 
you will not survive more than three minutes 
without air.

Boil your infant’s bottles, pacifiers and 
teething toys for three minutes. Should you 
forget and leave the stove on for several hours, 
they will melt. There are many electronic 
devices with preset timers that can assist you 
with this. Some will also play a lullaby.

It will take just under three minutes for a 
missile programmed to travel 7000 mph and 
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launched from Pyongyang to reach Seoul. But 
rest assured, Tokyo and Los Angeles are more 
likely targets.

Within three minutes, you will see from your 
neighbor’s Hermès bag and Chanel dress that 
she is affluent. Within three minutes, you will 
see from her Marni dress and Ferragamo shoes 
that she is new money. Within three minutes, 
you will see from her Prada shoes and Louis 
Vuitton bag that she is middle class. Within 
three minutes you will see that she is working 
class. Within three minutes you will begin to 
wonder if she sees your own are fake.

Three minutes is the duration of your fall from 
40,000 feet in the air without a parachute. 
You may not enjoy this. You may regret it. 
You should be able to repeat “You may regret 
it” approximately 180 times during your fall.

A typical K-pop song lasts around three 
minutes, and should you watch nine Korean 
girls with straight hair and straight legs dance 
to this song on television, you will experience 
three minutes of somatic exhilaration and 
comprehend the true triumph of man against 
nature. You will then become keenly aware of 
your age.
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When your contractions are three minutes 
apart, you may call your obstetrician or 
midwife to notify them that you will depart 
for the hospital. You are officially in labor.

To finish your labor: 1. Remove pouch from 
box. Place unopened pouch directly into a 
pot of boiling water, and boil uncovered for 
three minutes. 2. Carefully remove pouch 
from boiling water. Cut pouch open and pour 
contents over food (steamed rice or noodles, 
etc.). 3. Enjoy.
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aMbEr atiya
and so it goes

overnight, i’ve become “ma’am” occasionally carded for beer. 
ma’am in fur-trimmed coat, to say nothin of ma’am, job-
less, gone down to PA. ma’am a gap-gorgeous case worker 
asks now why does somethin in a fur-trimmed coat need 
PA? the uninitiated will think i mean a state famous for 
cheese-steaks, refuge for tri-state felons fleein the law. only 
been through that PA on a greyhound to chicago, chicago of 
layovers 
line-skippin buddhist monks bummin loosies off the driver. 
i’d vote for a nicotine-addicted monk from astoria, smoker’s 
breath preachin spiritual enlightenment. i’d vote for a 
line-skipper who defends me against a cowboy at a road-
side jack-in-the-box. i’d never seen spurs up-close or been 
called “nigger-critter” ‘til i ordered fries from a fast-food 
joint in texas. monk, in citrus colored robes, fists to break 
a bone’s meditation. do you ever forget the sight of a bloodied 
cowboy in jeans, jaundiced at the knee, wrigglin on his back 
like a blue crab? well. i don’t know. i know he never shoots 
“injuns” or rides off into the sunset in my dreams. i was 15
bought monk a pack of cigs. any kind, he said, i smoke ‘em all. 
goin down to public assistance is wild like that, clients hookin 
off on security, beefin with supervisors, fingers arched from 
crackin open cans of beer night after night. still. PA got nothin 
on summer of ’95, monk and me guzzlin hennessy from a flask 
in el paso, soppin up sun, activatin our own vitamin d.
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